Naming opportunities
Naming the home
The project’s stakeholders suggested choosing an Indigenous name that reﬂects
the purpose of the home and acknowledges the culture and rich history of its host
community. First Nations groups, Elders, and a traditional language group were
involved in the naming process.
It was decided that Qʷalayu House, mixing both the traditional language and
English, reﬂected an inclusive name that would welcome all families into the home.
Qʷalayu or Qwalayu (pronounced kwuh-lie-you) is an endearing term used by
Elders when they speak of babies and children as their reason for being.

Connect with us to learn more, get involved, or make a gift.
250-940-4950
islandkidsﬁrst.com/campbellriverhome
give@islandkidsﬁrst.com
@islandkidsﬁrst

formerly

Qʷalayu House
Holding Island families close

Naming within Qʷalayu House
Children’s Health Foundation of Vancouver Island is
building a home away from home in Campbell River
and is inviting you to have a room named after you or
your organization.
You have a limited opportunity to reserve one of the
select rooms shown.
Your support will allow families to have a safe,
welcoming, and warm place to stay while accessing
the nearby hospital or neighbouring health care
services that they’ve travelled great distances to
access.

Second level
Bedrooms
$100,000 per room
(10 available)
The home will consist of 10
comfortable bedrooms, including
accessible rooms and rooms for
large families. All of them come
with a full washroom and
television.

Main level

Lower level
Multi-purpose rooms
$250,000 per room
(4 available)

Kitchen and dining room
$500,000

Grand entry
$500,000

It’s known as the heart of the home for a
reason! Families will undoubtedly spend much
of their time in the kitchen and dining area.
There will be ample space for multiple families
to prepare food, access or store food in the
pantry, and sit and enjoy meals together.

Those staying in Qʷalayu House will always
remember their ﬁrst impression; the time they
instantly felt at home after hours of stressful
travel. The grand entry will be a stunning, bright,
and cozy area that will be welcoming for
families.

Multi-purpose rooms are
spaces where the whole
family can enjoy the warmth
and amenities of the home.
The rooms will be designed
with the comfort and needs
of families in mind. Some
families may need to stay in
Qʷalayu House for many
months, and these spaces
will truly help make the
house feel like home.

